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Northern Nights Star Fest 2014 By Dick Francini
Upcoming Events
Board Meeting
 TBD
Monthly Meeting
 NOVEMBER 5TH
-DARK ENERGY
Monthly Meeting
 DECEMBER 3RD
-YEAR IN REVIEW
Two years ago Kevin Nasal and I attended
a star party put on by the Minneapolis Club
in Northern Minnesota in Palisade MN
called Northern Nights Star Fest. We liked
it enough to talk it up on our return. Last
year we had 6 members attend. This year
our numbers grew to 15 members who
made the 7 hour trek to attend from August
27th to the 30th! Here were 48 attendees
and 15 were from Green Bay, nice job
NPMAS!
With all these new attendees I was hoping
for good weather in the middle of a summer which has been filled with terrible
observing weather. Unfortunately the bad
trend continued. We had a very nice night
on Thursday (although it was incredibly
dewy) with some really spectacular auroras, but the remaining 3 nights were cloudy
and rainy. Five from our group did not
come until Friday and missed the only
clear night.
The last night showed some promise and
tried to clear a few times, but it was only
momentary as the clouds quickly returned.
When it appeared it might clear, Ken from
the Minneapolis club, in an attempt at
optimism decided to pull out the two huge

club scopes (25" and 30"), at that
point Mother Nature said, NO-NO
not tonight as the clouds came back
for good. We ended up sitting around
on the field in a giant circle (36 out
of the 48 who attended) with the
Minneapolis group talking and joking until after midnight before we all
gave up.
We spent the weekend attending the
scheduled talks and watching movies
in Tony and Kevin's room and going
out to dinner. I enclosed a few pictures from the star party including a
group shot with everyone except
Wayne, who was off golfing.
The highlight of the trip was the
aurora Thursday night. It started as a
typical aurora but quickly brightened
to a very spectacular light show (see
Rodrigo's pictures). It dissipated but
then returned as an amazingly bright
spike in the NW sky that crossed
80% of the way across the sky. Everyone on the field was in awe of this
display, no one could remember
seeing anything like this in their
lives.

The last night was door prize night,
we did super well with 10 to 15
NPMAS members winning prizes.
Brian Chopp's was the best (and
funniest), he had previously won two
separate volumes of Burnham's
Celestial Handbook at two other star
parties or conventions during the last
year. He was the last person called
for prize, and what do you suppose
was the last prize left? You got it, a
third volume of Burnham's Celestial
Handbook!
Despite the poor weather, the star
party was still very enjoyable with
such a large contingent from
NPMAS. The Minneapolis club puts
on a first rate star party as this very
dark site (with excellent accommodations at the Long Lake Conversation Center), and is fantastically
friendly to our group. We will cross
our fingers for better weather next
year.
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The NPMAS Historian
A Photo From The Past
By George McCourt

Answers to Last Month’s Photo Trivia

This Month’s Photo Trivia
1. Where was the photo taken? Place, event, etc.
2. What date or year was the photo taken?
3. Who is the person in the photo?
4. How old is the person in the photo?
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1. Question: Where was the photo taken? Place,
event, etc.
Answer: The photo was taken in his astronomy
room complete with star maps on the wall
where he is seen holding his reflecting telescope which he uses to view Saturn and it’s
rings, the Moon, Jupiter and it’s moons, Mars’
polar cap, galaxies, and other star formations.
2. Question: What date or year was the photo
taken?
Answer: The photo was taken in September
1961.
3. Question: Who is the person in the photo?
Answer: NPMAS charter member Milt
Schwarting from the Public Service Property
Records Department.
4. Question: What was his title? What was his
significance to Green Bay and the NPMAS?
Answer: His title was “Green Bay’s Mister Astronomy” and was considered the area expert
in astronomy. He was a member of the Neville
Museum Board & a committee attempting to
bring a planetarium to the Museum. He was
also a Boy Scout counselor & a judge for their
astronomy merit badge. In 1966 he was one
of the founding members of the NPMAS.
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New Member Welcome
Please Welcome our Newest Members:

New members this month:
Photo Of Glory

Kevin Welch

- De Pere

By Brian Chopp
A glory is an optical phenomenon
that resembles an iconic saint's halo
about the shadow of the observer's
head. The effect is believed to happen due to classical wave tunneling, when light nearby the droplet
tunnels through air inside the droplet and, in the case of glory, is emitted backwards due to resonance
effects.[1]
The angular size is much smaller
than a rainbow, about 5° to 20°,
depending on the size of the droplets. The glory can only be seen
when the observer is directly between the sun and cloud of refracting water droplets. Hence, it is
commonly observed whilst airborne, with the glory surrounding
the airplane's shadow on clouds
Definition Courtesy Wikipedia

I took this photo while on my way home from Florida a few
weeks back out of the airplane window. -Brian Chopp

Eye in the Sky
October 2014
4th

Astronomy Day

8th

Full Moon + Lunar Eclipse

8th

New Moon

22nd-23rd Orionids Meteor Shower—New Moon
22nd-23rd Partial Solar Eclipse

November 2014
5th-6th
6th
17th-18th
22nd

Taurids Meteor Shower
Full Moon
Leonids Meteor Shower
New Moon
Rosetta Comet Landing This Month!

http://www.seasky.org/astronomy/astronomy-calendar-2014.html
http://www.nightskyinfo.com/
http://www.astronomytoday.com/skyguide.html
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Parmentier Observing Weekend 9/26/14
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Photos by George McCourt
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2014 Schedule of Events for NPMAS
October 1 Monthly Meeting, Viewing at 7:30pm
October 4 Public Viewing
October 8 Lunar Eclipse 3:30am
October 8 Draconoids Meteor Shower
October 21 Orionids Meteor Shower
October 23 Partial Solar Eclipse 4:30pm
October 24-25 Parmentier Observing Weekend
November 5 Monthly Meeting, Presentation by Jim Sentowski, Dark Energy
November 5 Taurids Meteor Shower
November 17 Leonids Meteor Shower
November 21-22 Kroes Observing Weekend
December 3 Monthly Meeting, Presentation by Rodrigo Roesch, Year in Review
December 13 Geminids Meteor Shower
December 19-20 Kroes Observing Weekend
December 22 Ursids Meteor Shower
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Two In The View—New AL Program

By Dick Francini

October NPMAS Meeting

Review of a new AL Program

Two in the View
This looks very interesting to me, an
intermediate program probably a bit less
difficult then the Hershel 400 (H 1)
program, but harder then the Messier
program. Probably similar in difficulty to
the Caldwell program.

The Rules
–

Record Local Date

–

Local Time

–

Object observed

–

Observer's Latitude

–

Observer's Longitude

–

Seeing

–

Transparency

–

Brief listing of items seen

–

Simple sketch showing relative sizes and positions

–

Size of telescope

–

Eyepiece size

–

Magnification

–

Note if you used a “go‐to” telescope or imaging

Two in the View

•

What makes this program new and different? It is
specifically about getting multiple objects in the same
field of view. What is better then one nice object in the
FOV? The answer: two or more nice objects in the field.

•

You have to balance the need to go to higher power to
see an object with having to use a wider FOV eyepiece to
get the objects in the field.

•

Objects are of varying difficulty and sizes, some easy and
some tougher. Also varying amounts of separation.

•

A nice variety of objects and pairs (or multiple objects) in
the list.

•

Comments:

•

Interesting that they don't ask for a detailed description, just a list of objects seen. I’d suggest you give a brief description anyway.

•

They also are asking for a simple sketch showing relative sizes and positions. It would be helpful to mention the FOV of your sketch and to label the
objects in your sketch. Also include directions (N & W)

•

You must be able to get the two (or more) objects in your FOV.
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Two In The View—New AL Program

By Dick Francini

More program details.
•

Suggest you use a 10” scope or larger.

•

Need to observe 100 objects (out of a list of 109), BUT

•

For the first time they are going to allow you to come up
with as many as 15 of your own objects (making the list a
total of 124).

•

Make up your own rules: Any planet and the Moon, any 2
planets, any planet and an NGC/IC object, any comet and
an NGC/IC object, or any 2 NGC/IC objects not listed in
the program.

•

Take a look at the object list.

Two in the View
•

An interesting
and fun new
program from
the AL.

•

Here is the Pin.
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You will need a fairly wide FOV
eyepiece.
•

You will need an eyepiece to produce at least a one
degree FOV (1.25 to 1.5 degrees would be better).

•

Example using my 16” scope; I have a 40mm eyepiece
(with a 72 degree apparent FOV).

•

You will need to know the focal length of your scope, the
eyepiece size and FOV.

•

The calculations; My scope is 1828mm FL (16” X 4.5
f/ratio X 25.4 mm per inch) divided by 40mm eyepiece=
46 power. 72 divided by 46= 1.56 degrees, approximate
FOV is 1.5 degrees.
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Lunar Eclipse October 8th

By David Wagner

Image courtesy www.timeanddate.com—Please visit them for an animation of the eclipse
Intense red shading: Observers within this area can see the eclipse from beginning to end.
Red shading right/east of intense shading: Observers within this area can see the eclipse until moonset/sunrise.
No coloring: Eclipse is not visible at all

Telescope Workshop
If you have any telescope repairs, questions about telescopes, mirrors to grind, or
just a general interest in astronomy and
observing stop by Gerry’s place.

Location
1519 Grant St.
Depere, WI 54115

Watch your email or call to verify the
workshop is on before going.
This is a excellent source for newcomers to
the group. Gerry has a large collection of
antique and modern telescopes and all
the hardware, equipment and knowledge
to help you get going in observing. Plus it
is an excellent way to meet others in the
NPMAS club.
Head to far rear building on the south
side of the property. Use the back door to
enter.
Phone: 920-676-6363 to confirm the
workshop is still planned
Page 8
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Club Member Services
LOANER TELESCOPES

NPMAS OBSERVING SITES

NPMAS members are welcome to use, free of charge for
a one month period, one of the seven club telescopes
available. Please contact one of the board members to
make arrangements. The seven telescopes available are:

NPMAS members have access to three observing sites located on
private land and belonging to members of our club.



10 inch Dobsonian Telescope



60 mm Bushnell Voyager



12” Orion Sky Quest Intelliscope (Object Locator)



Meade ETX125 Cassegrain Telescope with Auto Star



4” Meade Schmidt Cassegrain



8” F10 Celestron Schmidt Cassegrain

Club Library
NPMAS has a collection of astronomy related books
and videos covering a wide variety
of topics including observing, the
solar system, stars and more. Items
can be checked out at monthly club
meeting or by contacting Tom Cashman at 920-432-2261.

NPMAS BOARD
Officers
President
Gerry Kocken
president@npmas.org
920-676-6363
Vice President
Bob Lundt
vicepresident@npmas.org
920-750-3244
Treasurer
Dick Francini
treasurer@npmas.org
920-338-8504
Secretary
Wayne Kuhn
secretary@npmas.org
920-468-0765
Object of the month
Astronomical Events
Club Trip Coordinator
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Parmentier Observatory
Parmentier Observatory is home to a 30
inch classical Cassegrain telescope, the largest private observatory in Wisconsin. Members may view through the 30 inch or set up
their own telescopes in the adjoining field.
Observatory Representative
Dick Francini—920-338-8504
Crivitz Observing
This is the private residence of Dave
Jorgenson and Carol Eggleston. Located in
the north woods of Wisconsin on 100 acres of land, this site offers some of the darkest skies around. The field is equipped with
electricity and the far cabin is available for use. Please call
ahead to make arrangements.
Dave Jorgenson and Carol Eggleston Home—715-757-3296
Cedar Drive Observing
This is the private residence of Tony and Tara Kroes, located
Southwest of Pulaski on 10 acres of land. Members are welcome
anytime but please call ahead to make arrangements.
Tony Kroes Home—920-265-9290.

2013 STAFF/COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Board Members
Shawn Beauparlant
LABSPB@yahoo.com
920-265-4550
Gary Baier
garybaier@att.net
Bob Nelezen
robertn330@gmail.com
920-621-7656
Rodrigo Roesch
rroesch@gmail.com
920-634-5548
Brian Chopp
choppstar@gmail.com

Dick Francini
Bob Nelezen
Amy Hannon

ALCor Representative
Awards Coordinator
Camp U-Nah-Li-Ya
Einstein Science Expo
Historian
Holiday Party
Librarian
Membership
Messier Marathon
Night Sky Network

Brian Chopp
Chris Schroeder
Wayne Huhn
Gerry Kocken
George McCourt
Dick Francini
Tom Cashman
Dick Francini
Wayne Kuhn
Gerry Kocken
Gary Bair
Observatory Rep
Dick Francini
Observatory Key Holders
Dick Francini
Gerry Kocken
Rodrigo Roesch
Gary Baier
Wayne Kuhn
Brian Chopp
Tony Kroes
Properties
Gerry Kocken
Public Outreach
Bob Nelezen
Gerry Kocken
Website
Scott Dickson
Newsletter Editor
David Wagner
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The Eyepiece is a monthly publication of the Neville Public Museum Astronomical Society. Material in The Eyepiece may be reprinted for nonprofit use with
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both the editor and writer. The
editor reserves the right to accept or refuse, edit for content,
etc., any article or image submitted for publication.
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